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T H E  L I L L I P U T  P R E S S



T H E  L I L L I P U T  P R E S S
Edith Martina Devlin RRP €16
May 2022 ISBN 9781843518303 PB

• Set in Castletownshend, greater West Cork and Dublin, this novel paints a 
portrait of author Edith Somerville at a crucial time in her life.

• Edith Somerville rose to literary success with her writing partner, Violet 
Martin (Martin Ross) with The Irish R.M. series – which were turned into a 
successful TV show in the 1980s.

• This novel is populated by humorous, lively and wide-ranging characters 
which became the inspiration for the Irish R.M.

• Includes a fascinating portrayal of Edith’s connection to Violet Martin after 
her death via séances and automatic writing.

FOR REVIEW PDFS, PLEASE EMAIL 
PUBLICITY@LILLIPUTPRESS.IE

WWW.LILLIPUTPRESS.IE

mailto:PUBLICITY@LILLIPUTPRESS.IE


T H E  L I L L I P U T  P R E S S
Yell, Sam, If You Still Can Maylis Besserie, trans. Clíona Ní Ríordáin RRP €15
June 2022 ISBN 9781843518341 PB

• A first-person fictional account of Samuel Beckett’s last days in a retirement 
home in Paris, translated from the award-winning French novel.

• It is as if Beckett has come to live in one of his own stage productions, 
peopled with strange, unhinged individuals, waiting for the end of days.

• This novel is filled with voices. From diary notes to clinical reports to daily 
menus, cool medical voices provide a counterpoint to Beckett himself, who 
reflects on his increasingly fragile existence.

• This would make an excellent one-actor stage play or single actor film – it has 
already had a successful run as a play in France this autumn.

FOR REVIEW PDFS, PLEASE EMAIL 
PUBLICITY@LILLIPUTPRESS.IE

WWW.LILLIPUTPRESS.IE

mailto:PUBLICITY@LILLIPUTPRESS.IE


T H E  L I L L I P U T  P R E S S
Midfield Dynamo Adrian Duncan RRP €12
March 2021 ISBN 9781843518082 PB

• This is the first short story collection from award-winning author and 
filmmaker Adrian Duncan. It was longlisted for the Edge Hill Short Story Prize 
in 2021.

• The prose is spare, precise and imagistic, the humour dark and absurdist, shot 
through with an underlying humanity that has become the trademark of this 
remarkable writer.

• The collection follows diverse stories, from children living in a tumbledown 
bungalow to a football game played by Croatian player Prosinečki to an 
engineer dealing with family trauma in Abu Dhabi.

• While looking at a starting eleven and imagining the team’s possible patterns 
of movement on the field of play, one question always prevails: What is 
behind all of this?’

FOR REVIEW PDFS, PLEASE EMAIL 
PUBLICITY@LILLIPUTPRESS.IE

WWW.LILLIPUTPRESS.IE

mailto:PUBLICITY@LILLIPUTPRESS.IE


T H E  L I L L I P U T  P R E S S
A Sabbatical in Leipzig Adrian Duncan RRP €15
March 2020 ISBN 9781843517764 PB

• This novel follows a single morning in the life of Michael, an engineer, as he grieves 
the loss of his partner while living in Bilbao. He reflects on his childhood in the 
boglands of Ireland and the bridges he has built around the world.

• Over the course of 45 minutes before he leaves his apartment, Michael reflects on 
past projects and how they have endured, the landscape of his adolescence, and 
his relationship with Catherine.

• This novel was shortlisted for the Kerry Group Novel of the Year Award 2020 and 
would be suitable for a one-actor play or short film.

FOR REVIEW PDFS, PLEASE EMAIL 
PUBLICITY@LILLIPUTPRESS.IE

WWW.LILLIPUTPRESS.IE

mailto:PUBLICITY@LILLIPUTPRESS.IE




Wolfstongue
Sam Thompson, illus. by Anna Tromop

A boy with a speech impediment, enters the hidden world of the Forest, where language is 
power. Silas befriends Isengrim and Hersent, the last wolves in the wild. When foxes steal the 
wolves’ pups and take them to their underground city, Silas must find his voice to speak on 
behalf of his friends.

“The best animal adventure since Watership Down.” — The Times

“A stirring fantasy.” — The Wall Street Journal

“A hugely original tale.” — The Irish Times

“Filled with a sense of profound meaning and significance without ever feeling preachy.” 
— BookTrust

“As in George Orwell’s Animal Farm, the dynamics of oppression and resistance that play out 
between animals mirror those between humans.” — The New York Times

Are you ready to enter the Forest?

For rights enquiries
rights@littleisland.ie



Baby Teeth
Meg Grehan

Queer vampire romance as you haven’t seen it before
Immy and Claudia fall in love. But romance between vampire and human cannot 
last: for the blood feeds the hunger that threatens everything.

A Kirkus YA Book of the Year 2022
Nominated for the Carnegie Medal 2023
“Emotionally rich and gloriously queer.” — Kirkus, starred review
“By linking vampirism to themes of queer desire and community as well as 
repeating personal cycles, Grehan freshens an old trope.” — Publishers Weekly, 
starred review
“Grehan’s verse novel skilfully charts uncertainty, temptation and the course of a 
strange, desperate love.” — The Guardian
"An intense, immersive read from one of Ireland’s most interesting and 
innovative young writers.” — Irish Independent

For rights enquiries
rights@littleisland.ie



The Philosophy Resistance Squad
Rob Grant

Philosophical thinking introduced via a gripping plot about a high-tech 
school with a wicked headmaster

Milo is proud to get a scholarship to the most prestigious secondary school, the Secondary Training 
Institute for Lifelong Education (STIFLE). He is dismayed to discover an evil regime working to 
destroy students’ creativity and critical thinking.

With the help of Ursula, the gardner, Milo sets up the Philosophy Resistance Squad to undermine 
the regime with the power of critical thinking!

Does technology make life better or worse?
Would it be better to live forever?

When should you obey authority – when should you challenge it?
Is it always wrong to lie?

Are guns always bad?
What is fairness?

For rights enquiries
rights@littleisland.ie



Big Bad Me
Aislinn O’Loughlin

Buffy the Vampire Slayer meets Gilmore Girls

Evie wilder just found out she’s a vampire. Now her mom has gone missing, local 
teenagers are also disappearing, reports of animal attacks are increasing – and you 
can never find a vampire slayer when you need one.

"Brilliant and completely refreshing, and simply so much fun.”
— Gina Blaxill, author of You Can Trust Me

“A new take on the world of werewolves that's fresh, fast-paced and funny. Adventure, witty 
dialogue and romance shot through with a delicious tingle of real horror – great fun!”

— Andreina Cordani, author of Dead Lucky

“Bloodily funny and appallingly enthralling, this YA debut is a crowd-pleaser for Buffy fans.” 
— The Guardian

“A must for Buffy fans young and old. Great fun.” — Irish Independent
For rights enquiries
rights@littleisland.ie



Things I Know
Helena Close

Things I know. I’m a bad person. I miss Finn. I could easily be a 
murderer.

Just before the Leaving Cert Saoirse’s ex dies by suicide – and everyone blames 
Saoirse. She finds herself flailing in swirling waters of depression, and nobody can 
save her. Can Saoirse rescue the person she used to know?

Nominated for the Carnegie Medal 2023

“Close has a great ear for dialogue... Read it – and buy a second copy to thrust into 
the hands of the next platitude-utterer you encounter.” — The Irish Times

“An accurate portrayal of a young person's challenges, this book is also full of hope, 
love and laughter.” The Sunday Independent

"A bittersweet, honest look at loss and trauma.” Kirkus Reviews

For rights enquiries
rights@littleisland.ie





Madame Lazare Tadhg Mac Dhonnagáin 

Jacket Image

• Madame Lazare is the story of Levana, raised in a Jewish community in Paris by her 
secretive grandmother, Hana Lazare, who survived the war, the only member of her 
Estonian family to escape death. As Hana reaches the end of her life and becomes 
increasingly confused in her mind, memories suppressed for a lifetime begin to bubble to 
the surface, and Levana begins to realise that everything she knows about her 
grandmother is false. The trail leads from Brussels to Paris and finally, to the Aran Islands, 
as Levana discovers the true identity of Madame Lazare.

• The story is set in Brussels of the recent past, Paris of the 1990s and the Aran Islands of 
the 1930s and ‘40s and the present day. The  action happens in French and Irish, so it has 
strong co-production potential. The book’s structure could lend itself either to a feature 
film or limited series. The story-telling style is visual, the author having a background in 
screenwriting.

• Madame Lazare is an Irish Book Award winner and was Ireland’s entry for the 2022 
European Union Prize for Literature, where it was one of five novels awarded a special 
mention. 

• An Estonian edition will be published in 2023, a Serbian version in 2024 and discussions 
are ongoing for a German edition, with sample translations also available in Spanish, 
Italian, French, Dutch and Czech. This story has international reach.For rights enquiries, contact:

Gemma Breathnach, gemma@futafata.ie



NEW ISLAND BOOKS

Never pedestrian…



THE PRESIDENTS’ LETTERS
An Unexpected History of Ireland 
by Flor MacCarthy

• A backstage pass to Irish history – was an Irish bestseller throughout 
autumn 2022
• Treasure trove of correspondence from the great and good and more 
importantly from Irish citizens at home and abroad
• Something for all the family, from the political chapters (e.g. O’Dalaigh
offering himself in place of IRA kidnap victim) to cuteness factor of the 
children’s chapter (e.g. Myles Geiran and Ireland’s Eye)
• Conceived and edited by an experienced broadcaster
• Lots of archive footage available
• Featuring contributions by: 

• David McCullagh | Rory Montgomery | Martina Devlin | Catriona 
Crowe | Samantha Barry | Joseph O’Connor | Harry McGee | Lise Hand 
| Justine McCarthy | Paul Rouse | Terri Kearney



AWAY DAYS
30 Years of Irish Footballers in the Premier League
by Gareth Maher

• 30 players for 30 years, one for each season
• Featuring Seamus Coleman, John O’Dea, Niall Quinn, Shay Given, Jonathan 
Walters, Richard Dunne, Andrew Omobamidele and many more
• Crossing generations of fans and players from 1990s to now
• Not just about football as a sport, but full of human stories, e.g. Stephen 
Elliott growing up fast, Stephen Quinn on dealing with grief
• Chronicles change to football culture from Saturday afternoon to Sky 
Sports wall-to-wall coverage, money and celebrity status for players
• Screen comps: Kerr’s Kids, Frank O’Farrell: The Shadow of Busby, Playing 
Straight
• Potential for talking heads format
• Lots of archive footage available



COURTING
Tractor Dates, Macra Babies and Swiping Right 
in Rural Ireland
by Liadán Hynes

• Honest and touching stories of trying to meet The One in a rural setting

• ‘Successful’ and ‘failed’ dating experiences explored with a variety of outcomes

• Well-known, experienced journalist offers balance between lived experienced and 
research, data

• Explore’s the role of technology and dating apps

• An insightful window into the diverse 21st-century dating landscape in rural Ireland 
through intimate interviews and wider socio-cultural commentary

• Diverse range of interviewees with refreshing viewpoints from monogamous and 
polyamorous individuals to transgender farmers and single parents

• Single documentary or limited series

• Screen Comps: Farmer Wants a Wife, The Change: Ireland’s Menopause Story, The 
Irish Wedding



THREE CASTLES BURNING
A History of Dublin in Twelve Streets
by Donal Fallon

• Autumn 22 bestseller over successive weeks

• Based on popular history podcast @ThreeCastlesBurning

• Local and social history including personal stories that champion the 
activists, workers, architects, poets, migrants, artists and merchants 
of Dublin

• A unique history of Dublin covering 12 streets: Henrietta Street, 
Watling Street, Fishamble Street, Rathmines Road Lower, South 
William Street, Parnell street East, James Joyce Street, Ship Street, 
Church Street, Eustace Street, Pearse Street, Moore Street

• Author is an established, authoritative voice in Dublin history with a 
growing profile (recently presented Brainstorm series on RTÉ)



FROM RAKE TO RADICAL 
An Irish Abolitionist
by Anne Chambers

• Fascinating character with wide-ranging life, from Regency buck to 
passionate abolitionist and reforming landlord

• Privileged, compassionate, charismatic and flawed, Howe Peter 
Browne, 2nd Marquess of Sligo was a larger-than-life figure

• Topical themes around slavery and abolition – while charged with 
implementing the Emancipation Act in Jamaica, he made enemies of 
his own class in his defence of and advocacy for the black population

• Either feature film or documentary

• Author, known for her biography of Grace O’Malley, has a background 
in screenwriting and other documentaries



WUNDERLAND 
by Caitriona Lally

Exiled from Ireland under dubious circumstances, 
Roy now works as a cleaner at the Wunderland
miniature exhibition in Hamburg. Struggling to 
connect with those around him, he commits 
secret acts of violence against the tiny scenes 
and figurines on display. Then, to Roy’s palpable 
annoyance, his sister Gert visits, carrying a 
threadbare hope that she might finally figure him 
out. 

• Perfect for a short film

• Set in a miniature railway exhibition in 
Hamburg

• Limited cast – two quirky, unforgettable 
characters, each carrying their own baggage

WORDS TO SHAPE MY NAME 
by Laura McKenna
The epic journey of a former South Carolina slave 
into the heart of Revolutionary Ireland. 

The story of Tony Small and his complicated 
friendship with his master, Lord Edward 
Fitzgerald. 

Inspired by true events, from war in South 
Carolina to the genteel drawing rooms of Kildare, 
from the colonial politics of London to the 
intrigue and simmering resentments of Dublin, 
Words to Shape My Name imagines the powerful 
story that Tony Small might have told, one of 
hope, failure, resilience and an unbreakable bond.

• Ripe for a gorgeous historical feature
• Topical story that gives voice to a marginalized 

figure in Irish history



For queries contact:
Mariel Deegan, General Manager, New Island

mariel.Deegan@newisland.ie

N E W  I S L A N D  B O O K S
Never pedestrian…



D E S I G N | E D U C A T I O N | A R T | H I S T O R Y | S C I E N C E | M E D I C I N E | I L L U S T R A T I O N | P O E T R Y

https://www.21cr.ie/


D E S I G N | E D U C A T I O N | A R T | H I S T O R Y | S C I E N C E | M E D I C I N E | I L L U S T R A T I O N | P O E T R Y

RIGHTS
alison.hackett@21cr.ie
21cr.ie
thevisualtimetraveller.com
+353 086 8092532
Also by Alison Hackett
Crabbing; Sentient; Yours etc; Knot 
of Toads

THE VISUAL TIME TRAVELLER (2013)
ALISON HACKETT  Illustrated BOOK | TALK | EXHIBITION
YOUTUBE channel

coming out 2024
MEDICINE — FROM DARK ART 
TO ENLIGHTENED SCIENCE
JUSTIN GEOGHEGAN
Liver Transplant Surgeon

A march through the history of medicine since ancient history 
visualised in design and illustration interwoven with facts as belief 
shifted from the dark art of witchcraft to the enlightenment when 
scientific truth shed light on the human body. 

“The French democratised it, 
the Germans systematised it,  

the Anglo-Americans modernised it.” 
—

Justin Geoghegan

https://www.21cr.ie/
https://www.21cr.ie/store/p12/store/p12/The_Visual_Time_Traveller_Collectors_limited_edition_hard_backed_book.html.html
mailto:alison.hackett@21cr.ie
https://www.21cr.ie/
https://www.thevisualtimetraveller.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChZTeDvJas1KRHT0oBdPzCg


IT’S OKAY. HE’S AMERICAN.
Arnie Yasinski
Publication November 2022
ISBN 9781739645212  

An American makes sense of living in Ireland with 
his second wife; knows how the stasis of ‘Waiting 
for Godot’ is everywhere — in the inertia of an 
underlying passivity he hears again and again, in 
knowing how the Irish avoid pain by averting their 
eyes from the abyss.

Every poem tells a story in Arnie’s three 
collections:  as a young man finding himself 
become a parent aged 20, to the fear of 
the draft lottery of 1968, to the cruelty of 
his Irish wife’s (alcoholic) mother.

D E S I G N | E D U C A T I O N | A R T | H I S T O R Y | S C I E N C E | M E D I C I N E | I L L U S T R A T I O N | P O E T R Y

RIGHTS
alison.hackett@21cr.ie
21cr.ie
thevisualtimetraveller.com
+353 086 8092532
Also by Arnie Yasinski
Proposition; God Lives in Norway and 
Goes by Christie; Knot of Toads

https://www.21cr.ie/
mailto:alison.hackett@21cr.ie
https://www.21cr.ie/
https://www.thevisualtimetraveller.com/


D E S I G N | E D U C A T I O N | A R T | H I S T O R Y | S C I E N C E | M E D I C I N E | I L L U S T R A T I O N | P O E T R Y

RIGHTS
alison.hackett@21cr.ie
21cr.ie
thevisualtimetraveller.com
+353 086 8092532

POETIC LICENCE IN A TIME OF CORONA
Chris Fitzpatrick
ISBN: 9780992736880
Publication: May 2022

A medic finds healing for himself by writing untitled poems on his phone as 
the pandemic grips. A list-poem of what to do when someone can’t breathe 
(and why you wouldn’t kneel on their neck); wondering why Lionel Richie 
keeps sending him emails; reading a letter from the Liverpool Football Club 
manager, Jürgen Klopp, to his brother who is dying. From Dolly Parton’s 
support for vaccines to channelling Thomas Cromwell (á la Hilary Mantel) 
while walking with his dog. There is healing in this debut ‘album’ of untitled 
poems: a poignant memoir reflecting one man (and all of us) during those 
two extraordinary years: 2020—2022. 

No Tempest now, only my brother sleeping &
the soft shush of his pneumatic mattress –
caressing the silence between us. 

— Chris Fitzpatrick

https://www.21cr.ie/
https://www.21cr.ie/store/p38/Poetic_Licence_in_a_Time_of_Corona_by_Chris_Fitzpatrick.html
mailto:alison.hackett@21cr.ie
https://www.21cr.ie/
https://www.thevisualtimetraveller.com/
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https://www.21cr.ie/store/p25/YOURS_ETC_Letters_printed_in_Irish_and_British_papers_2010_-_2017.html
https://www.21cr.ie/store/p38/Poetic_Licence_in_a_Time_of_Corona_by_Chris_Fitzpatrick.html
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https://www.21cr.ie/store/p3/store/p3/The_Visual_Time_Traveller_First_Edition_hard_backed_book.html.html
https://www.21cr.ie/store/p21/store/p21/Crabbing_poetry_book_hardback_limited_edition.html.html
https://www.21cr.ie/
https://www.21cr.ie/store/p37/God_Lives_in_Norway_and_Goes_by_Christie.html
https://www.21cr.ie/store/p35/Knot_of_Toads_illustrated_by_Nick_Geoghegan_postage_included.html


TURAS PRESS



Turas Press    Director Liz McSkeane 
Contact elizabeth@turasPress.ie

Jacket Image

Title In The Dark      Author Anamaría Crowe Serrano  RRP €14
Pub Date June, 2021      ISBN 978-1-913598-16-7  PB

• Audience: adults
• Set in Spain, during the Spanish Civil War
• A family’s struggles during wartime, while sheltering a deserter from

the fighting
• Teruel, north east Spain, winter 1937.The civil war is raging. Franco’s 

nationalist rebels surround the city.
• María and her sister Julita, entrenched on different sides of the 

conflict, mourn their lost loved ones. But only one of them knows that 
deep in the dark, a deserter from the conflict is hiding in a secret 
room in the house.

• In The Dark is a heart-rending tale of the bitter daily
hardships of survival during war, of the struggle to 

discover truth from a multitude of truths –
and of a love that yearns to transcend the conflict, 
no matter what the cost. 



Turas Press    Director Liz McSkeane 
Contact elizabeth@turasPress.ie

Jacket Image

Title What to Put in a Suitcase      Author Liz McSkeane RRP €14
Pub Date October, 2022      ISBN 978-1-913598-37-2 PB
Sixteen stories follow a cast of characters destined to navigate a world 
that is by turns perplexing, intriguing, threatening:
• The Bargain: a suburban dinner party whose hosts harbour a 

troubling secret; 
• Ambush: a childhood prank in 1940s Dublin with tragic 

consequences that reverberate through the decades; 
• Regression Analysis: the sinister challenge of walking along a 

deserted corridor; 
• Exodus: a family fleeing environmental disaster in a Dublin of the 

near future; 
• Lebensraum: a passionate defence of personal space, even if only in 

the local café. 
These stories grapple with individual psychology and
wider themes of justice and the place of individual in the political and 
social context of the modern world, at times seasoned with a sly 
humour.  





TEMPLE DARK BOOKS
Sha’Kert: End of Night
Ishmael A. Soledad
How far would you go to save your child?

• Emotional & Cerebral Sci-Fi Drama – immersive 1st person POV
• Distant Future Setting – Planet choked with cities
• Law enforcement officer with terminally ill daughter
• Amish community clinging on to land and tradition
• Exiled to a virgin world – doesn’t go to plan
• First contact with aliens, alongside culture clash and self-discovery
• Tackles social norms in a future setting, while the protagonist searches 

for purpose to his life among the aliens they encounter

• thegatekeeper@templedarkbooks.com
• 0894439047
• 0429503092

templedarkbooks.com

mailto:thegatekeeper@templedarkbooks.com


TEMPLE DARK BOOKS
KIRANIS
Ronald A. Geobey
Can you figure out the Prophet’s plan?

• Epic Sci-Fi Fantasy (Space Opera) – 7-part story (fully planned)
• ‘Star Wars for Grown-Ups’
• Covers centuries of development in an original plot
• Mysterious ‘Prophet’ figure guiding humankind towards destiny
• Book 1 opens with the ‘Cage’ surrounding Earth and a countdown to 

activation – a deal with an alien species draws humankind into the 
‘Prophet’s Plan’

• Theological & Philosophical allusion, engaging characters & big-screen 
action

• thegatekeeper@templedarkbooks.com
• 0894439047
• 0429503092

templedarkbooks.com

mailto:thegatekeeper@templedarkbooks.com


TEMPLE DARK BOOKS
A Land Without Wolves
Daniel Wade
Will you run with the pack?

• Irish Historical Fiction – fully researched and realized
• 18th Century Wexford & Dublin
• Follows a misanthropic highwayman and his orphan protégé
• Dark underbelly of life leading up to 1798 rebellion
• Social, Political, Religious friction
• Real historical characters alongside fictional
• Suit anyone with a passion for period literature and (Irish) history

• thegatekeeper@templedarkbooks.com
• 0894439047
• 0429503092

templedarkbooks.com

mailto:thegatekeeper@templedarkbooks.com


TEMPLE DARK BOOKS
By Blood Or By Star
Tyler E. C. Burnworth
Find Your Path

• Military Sci-Fi – intriguing and immersive (author lives near Area 51 
and worked on Nellis Air Force Base)

• Character focused – Abraham’s mother is killed and he vows 
revenge on the alien species – signs up for war

• Focuses on the naivety of young soldiers and the political 
manipulation of citizens – camaraderie of marines alongside issues 
of racism and xenophobia and strained personal relationships

• Suit anyone who enjoyed Starship Troopers, plays Warhammer or 
other ‘Space Marines’ RPGs (big U.S. market)

• thegatekeeper@templedarkbooks.com
• 0894439047
• 0429503092

templedarkbooks.com

mailto:thegatekeeper@templedarkbooks.com


TEMPLE DARK BOOKS
Hell’s Gulf
Nick Carlson
Ever wish you’d just stayed at home?

• Cosmic horror set in Florida’s ‘Forgotten Coast’
• Creepy and funny – engaging ‘Beta male’ character on a soul-

searching vacation with his family – a writer trying to hone his skills 
and maybe meet the girl of his dreams (little does he know!)

• Creepy locals with stories of strange murders and mutant creatures
• Totally unprepared for the big reveal (slippery and slimy!)
• Lots of engaging characters and real knowledge of the natural 

environment
• Feels like Swamp Thing, but more Lovecraftian

• thegatekeeper@templedarkbooks.com
• 0894439047
• 0429503092

templedarkbooks.com

mailto:thegatekeeper@templedarkbooks.com






























• Messenger Publications are the 
curators of the Fr Browne collection 
and have produced seven Fr Browne 
books to date under various themes, 
including a biography. 

• Whilst RTE has made a programme 
about his WW1 pictures, no 
documentary has yet been made about 
this remarkable photographer, war 
hero, pilot and priest.



WWW.MESSENGER.IE





The Friendship Fairies series
Fun adventure series about 3 fairy sisters written by high profile author Lucy Kennedy

Lucy is now the number 1 bestselling female Irish author; 25,000 copies of the series sold to date

4 books so far with more to come



What Makes Us Human
• Adapted from the bestselling Humanology for 

younger readers
• A brilliant educational journey through humankind, 

from the origin of life all the way to our eventual 
extinction as a species 

• Introduces young readers to how great science can 
be as a way of understanding life and what it is to 
be human.

• Professor Luke O’Neill is a world-renowned 
immunologist and Professor of Biochemistry in the 
School of Biochemistry and Immunology at Trinity 
College Dublin. His 4 previous books have sold over 
90,000 copies.



Life Begins in Leitrim
• Touching and uplifting memoir about the journey from life 

in a refugee camp in Iraq to playing hurling with Leitrim 
GAA

• Highlights the importance of community, sport and the 
role of the GAA in integration

• Written with Niall Kelly who has previously worked on big 
sports autobiographies such as The Choice by Philly 
McMahon and Fighter by Andy Lee 



The Daly Dish
The third cookbook from these popular bestselling authors
The Daly Dish has over 200,000 Instagram followers
Over 75,000 copies sold to date

For rights enquiries contact Linda Murphy at 01 5009520 or lmurphy@gill.ie 



BEEHIVE BOOKS & VERITAS



Key functional objectives
• Having a solid publicity, marketing and promotional plan in place for all titles, 

including communicating each season’s schedule to traders/book sellers on a 
timely basis 

• Improving the scheduling and project management of publishing projects, 
including more author agency and author care

• Following more rigorous commercial procedures for progressing submissions 
(quarterly NPD meetings)

• Regular reviews of publishing processes and implementing internal system 
improvements 

• Attending book fairs, forging links with industry members, including Children’s 
Books Ireland, Publishing Ireland, Irish writers centre, booksellers’ association 

Beehive Books and Veritas Publications

T H E  L I L L I P U T  P R E S S



Children’s Non-fiction/History/Folklore
Glorious Goddesses of Ancient Ireland                                        Readers 7+      Rights 
€16.99 978 1 80097 003 3 November 2022 176 x 250 mm 64 pp. PB French Flaps

A beautifully illustrated children’s book celebrating nine Irish goddesses and their 
incredible stories. Written in an accessible style with fascinating facts and amusing tales, 
this book will appeal to a wide range of readers. It can be pitched in the industry as a gift 
book/tourist book and as an educational resource. The captivating illustrations highlight 
the goddesses’ diversity as well as emphasising their ingenuity and power. The book 
includes a marked-up map which shows how many places across the country feature in 
their stories – a perfect starting point for a fascinating documentary.

Karen Ward was the holistic presenter on RTÉ television’s ‘Health Squad’ for
many years as well as BBC’s ‘Last Resort’. Her other titles include Change a Little to Change 
a Lot (Merlin, 2009) and the Irish Times Bestseller The Secrets of Ageless Ageing (Beehive 
Books, 2022). 
Paula McGloin is an award-winning Irish illustrator known for her vibrant illustrations 
inspired by wildlife, folklore and storytelling. She has illustrated four books, including 
Adventures in Philosophy by Brendan O’Donohue and All Through the Night edited by 
Marie Heaney.

‘If you're looking for an introduction to Irish 
goddesses for children (or adults) this 
strikingly illustrated book is perfect. Sarah 
Webb, writer and children's book reviewer

Publicity: deirdre@deirdre.roberts.com



Travel/Philosophy/Literature Rights Audio 
Invisible Threads 
€19.99 978 1 80097 041 0    November 2022 160 pp. 180 x 130mm  PBK with FF

‘Later I realised that this was the most powerful moment of the journey for me. Here I was, a 
stranger who had wandered in from the Tibetan plateau in the need of shelter and comfort, and I 
was offered both in abundance. We had no word in common but without the benefit of language it 
is the non-verbals that click into place: body language, gesture, mime, eye contact, facial 
expressions, basic intuition. The condition of being human is universal I discovered and the 
underlying impulse to reach out and connect transcends the barriers of race, language and 
geographical location.’ This book is like a cabinet of curiosities with many portals waiting to 
transport you to another world. An ideal book for a documentary or the inspiration for a film, in 
particular the poignant story entitled ‘The Letter’. 

Marguerite MacCurtin is a broadcaster, writer and passionate traveller. She has travelled to some 
of the world’s most remote and dangerous places including the sacred mountain of Mount Kailash 
in western Tibet.

‘This is a treasure of a book. Marguerite takes us with her on her amazing journeys, creating vivid 
pictures and real moments for us to enjoy. Long may she travel.’
Kathleen Watkins

‘These travel essays are the
genuine article. They are very
well written.’ Dervla Murphy, cyclist 
and travel writer
Publicity: 
deirdre@deirdre.roberts.com



Key functional objectives
• Having a solid publicity, marketing and promotional plan in place for all titles, 

including communicating each season’s schedule to traders/book sellers on a 
timely basis 

• Improving the scheduling and project management of publishing projects, 
including more author agency and author care

• Following more rigorous commercial procedures for progressing submissions 
(quarterly NPD meetings)

• Regular reviews of publishing processes and implementing internal system 
improvements 

• Attending book fairs, forging links with industry members, including Children’s 
Books Ireland, Publishing Ireland, Irish writers centre, booksellers’ association 

Irish/History/Literature Audio
Through the Streets Broad and Narrow
220 pp.   €22.99/ 19.99*  978 1 80097 048 9  April  2023 PB

‘The city in literature, song, character and place. Declan Collinge’s compelling literary journey 
down those historic streets, broad and narrow, now adds a rich colourful dimension to our 
understanding of the ancient city. It evokes the enduring spirit of Dublin, bequeathed to us by 
the many talented writers, poets and artists of today and times past, capturing in one volume 
much of the unique character and literary personality of the city and its people.’ Des Geraghty 
(Former SIPTU president and labour activist)

From twelfth-century Fenian Cycle poems, to Swift’s acerbic wit; from ‘Dublinspeak’ to  street 
games; from impoverished streets to the Celtic Tiger and beyond, this chronicle reveals the 
spirit of Dublin through literature, anecdote and popular ballad, while many of its characters 
over the years are revealed in all their colour and eccentricity. Perfect for a walking tour doc.

Declan Collinge is a bilingual poet and essayist who has published eight collections of poetry 
and has written and edited over twenty textbooks. A former secondary teacher and literature 
lecturer, he writes regular columns in the Irish Times and has published articles in the Sunday 
Independent and Sunday Times. He has been a regular contributor to Sunday Miscellany on RTÉ 
Radio in addition to adjudicating in literary competitions. 

Publicity: deirdre@deirdre.roberts.com



Children’s Non-fiction 5+ Rights Audio 
Aleen Loved Animals
€14.99  9781800970625 October 2023 210 x 280mm 40 pp.   PB with French Flaps

A beautifully illustrated children’s book featuring a story on the life of Aleen Cust, who was a 
trailblazer. She was born and raised in Ireland, and later became the first female veterinary student, 
and eventually veterinary surgeon in the UK and Ireland. Although she was one of the best students 
in her class in Edinburgh in 1900, she was not allowed to sit her final veterinary diploma exams 
because she was female. However, she persisted and became a successful vet, facing many 
challenges along the way. She returned to Ireland and became a trusted and admired veterinary 
surgeon in the west. She later drove herself to France during World War 1 and volunteered to help 
the war horses.
Aleen Cust’s story was recently featured on Nationwide on TV, and is featured in Herstory at Epic -
The Irish Immigration Museum. There is also a group of vets working on creating an entire museum 
dedicated to her in the west of Ireland.

Jennifer Farley is an author illustrator from Dublin. Her artwork is bright, colourful and humorous. 
She has illustrated several books for other authors, and has written and illustrated three books, 
including Island of Adventures and and Scout’s Best Day Ever. In 2019 she illustrated Shooting for 
the Stars written by Dr Norah Patten, which won an An Post Irish Book Award.

Publicity: 
deirdre@deirdre.roberts.com



Theology/Literature/Poetry Rights Audio 

Song of the Goldfinch 
€19.99/£17.99 978 1 80097 047 2 April 2023 215 mm x 138 mm PB 
Song of the Goldfinch is a beautifully written faith memoir tracing John F. 
Deane’s time as a strict Roman Catholic on Achill Island to his faith as it 
stands at present. This memoir is a vivid journey through his time spent as 
a novice and seminarian, through discovery of alternative Christian 
approaches, all of it in prose form, but linked by poems, both published 
and unpublished.

‘Once every blue moon a book is written on parchment and in dried blood. Here 
Huckleberry Finn meets Dylan Thomas on Achill Island, a lost world of corncrakes 
and ragamuffins. Captivating. Truly wonderful. I loved this book, I think you might 
too.’ Mark Patrick Hederman, OSB, author of Crimson and Gold: Life as a Limerick, 
2021.

John F. Deane is a writer and poet. He has had eight collections of poetry published 
in Manchester by Carcanet, including Naming of the Bones (2021). He spent five 
years as a Holy Ghost novice and seminarian; studied poetry and faith and has 
published several books of essays on poets of faith, such as Hopkins, Herbert, 
Heaney and Kinsella. He is the founder of Poetry Ireland and Dedalus Press. He has 
taught poetry and faith in Boston College as Burns scholar and in Loyola University, 
Chicago, as Teilhard de Chardin visiting scholar. Publicity: deirdre@deirdre.roberts.com





Title: The Yank: My Life as a Former
US Marine in the IRA

Author: John Crawley
ISBN: 9781785374234

The year is 1975. A young Irish-American is on a mission to enlist in an elite 
unit of the US Marine Corps. His goal: to receive the most intensive military 
training possible and then go to Ireland to join the IRA and fight to end the 
British occupation of the North.

- Gruelling challenges of John’s Marine Corps training
- Time in Boston gun-running with James ‘Whitey Bulger’
- Arrested on Marita Ann gun-running trawler
- Ten years in prison
- Blisteringly candid about the people he worked with
- Unflinching in his commentary on the IRA leadership
- Remains completely committed to the establishment of an all-Ireland 

Republic.
For all rights enquiries 

please contact: 
info@iap.ie



Title: Thatcher’s Spy: My Life as an MI5
Agent inside Sinn Féin

Author: Willie Carlin
ISBN: 9781785374173

For 11 years Willie Carlin, a former British soldier, worked alongside former 
IRA commander Martin McGuinness in the republican movement’s political 
wing in Derry.

He was MI5’s man at McGuinness’ side and gave the British State 
unprecedented insight into the IRA leader’s strategic thinking. Carlin worked 
with McGuinness to develop Sinn Féin’s election strategy after the 1981 
hunger strike, and the MI5 reports on McGuinness, Adams and other 
republicans were read by the British Cabinet, including Thatcher herself.

When Carlin’s cover was blown in 1985, it was another British ‘super spy’ 
inside the IRA’s secretive counter-intelligence, the ‘nuttin’ squad’, who saved 
Carlin’s life. In Thatcher’s Spy, the Cold War meets Northern Ireland’s Dirty 
War in the sensational memoir of a deep undercover British intelligence 
agent, a man now doomed forever to look over his shoulder …

For all rights enquiries 
please contact: 

info@iap.ie



Title: Charlie One
Author: Seán Hartnett
ISBN: 9781785370854

Charlie One, the call sign for the most wanted targets of British Intelligence 
operations in NI, documents the journey of an Irish Republican serving in 
Britain’s most secretive counter-terrorism unit

Seán Hartnett grew up in Cork in the 1970s where he observed the worst of 
the northern Troubles with fascination. Despite his family’s strong republican 
ties and his own attempt to join the IRA, Seán Hartnett shocked family and 
friends when he changed allegiance and joined the British Armed Forces.

In 2001 Hartnett returns to his native Ireland, but this time as a member of 
the British Army’s most secretive covert counter-terrorist unit in Northern 
Ireland, ‘The Det’. Hartnett is directly involved in some of the highest-profile 
events of that period, including the prevention of the murder of Johnny ‘Mad 
Dog’ Adair and some of the biggest blunders by British Intelligence in the 
history of the Troubles. Charlie One provides a truly unique, detailed and 
unbiased account of the secret war fought on the streets of Northern Ireland.

For all rights enquiries 
please contact: 

info@iap.ie



Title: Crazy Dreams
Author: Paul Brady
ISBN: 9781785374296

Crazy Dreams is the compelling and highly anticipated autobiography from 
Paul Brady, a musician whose remarkable career has spanned six decades 
and who is indisputably one of Ireland’s greatest living songwriters.

This evocative memoir chronicles Paul’s many years at the forefront of the 
Irish folk scene, from The Johnstons and Planxty through to his seminal work 
with Andy Irvine and onwards to his own vaunted solo career. Along the way 
are the many encounters and collaborations with such musical luminaries as 
Bob Dylan, Eric Clapton, Carole King, Tina Turner, Mark Knopfler and Bonnie 
Raitt to name but a glittering few.

From such celebrated tracks as ‘The Island’, ‘Nobody Knows’ and ‘The World is 
What You Make It’ to his interpretations of traditional folk songs like ‘Arthur 
McBride’ and ‘The Lakes of Pontchartrain’, Paul has carved out his own unique 
place in Irish musical history.

For all rights enquiries 
please contact: 

info@iap.ie
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